


VEHICLES 

 

Example key-words: 

 húzni 

 pulling farm machinery…      tractor 

                                          sín 

 a streetcar, electricity, runs on rails in the city…   tram 

motor                                   kerék 

 an automobile, an engine and four wheels,  

szállít         utas 

carries a small member of passengers…    car 

 a road vehicle, two wheels, one engine, not scooter…  motorcycle 

      metro                                  metro 

 a tube-railway, a subway…     underground 

      truck         szállít                          nehéz         rakomány 

 a lorry, transporting heavy loads…     truck 

                       vezeték       fölött 

 an electric bus, a cable above the street…    trolleybus 

    ship 

 a vessel, a large boat that carries a lot of people or goods, 

Titanic…         ship 

 a small ship, very fast…       speed boat 

 an omnibus, not trolley-bus…      bus 

         repülőgép                                               tartózkodni 

 an aircraft, no wings, can stay in one position in the air,  

függőleges      repülés 

vertical flight…        helicopter 

     pumpa 

 to put out fire, firemen, pump for shooting water…  fire engine 

 a flying vehicle with wings and one or more engines…  airplane 

                                        kosár 

 hot air or gas, basket…       balloon 

      vasút                                                        kocsi                       train 

 a railroad engine pulling coaches, a locomotive…   train 

 a road vehicle, 2 wheels, pedals…     bicycle 

könnyű 

 a light motorcycle…       scooter 

       űrhajó 

 a spacecraft, astronauts…     space shuttle 

                 sziréna      jajgat 

 a car, siren wailing…       police car 

 no vehicles, legs…        on foot 



Vehicles – Questions  
 

1. Do you travel  by bus? 

on foot? 

 Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. 

2. How often do you  travel by bus? 

       go on foot? 

 Let me see, well I never. 

3.      fastest (leggyorsabb)? 

slowest (not fastest)? 

cheapest (legolcsóbb)? 

most expensive (not cheapest)? 

Which vehicle is the most   economical (gazdaságos)? 

least  

most 

least  dangerous? 

heaviest (legnehezebb)? 

lightest (not heaviest)? 

most comfortable (legkényelmesebb)? 

 

I think the……… 

4.     faster 

slower 

more expensive 

more dangerous 

Is the bus   cheaper   than the car? 

more economical 

lighter 

heavier 

bigger 

smaller 

 Ye, it is. / No, it isn’t. 

5. What’s your favourite    car? 

     motorcycle? 

     bicycle? 

 Well, the……. 

 I haven’t got. 

 



 Car (Bicycle) 

  

 Have you got a car? Yes, we have. / No, we haven’t. 

 What make (márka) is it? It’s a/an… 

 What nationality is it? It’s… 

 What colour is it? It’s… 

 How old is it? It’s… 

(Mennyibe került?)         (I don’t know) 

 How much did it cost? It cost about €…. / I’d rather not answer that, if you don’t 

mind. 

(rendszám) 

 What is the registered number of the car? It’s… 

 How many doors/mirrors/seats (üllés) has it got? It’s got… 

 (szervókormány)         (légzsák) 

 Has it got electric windows/a CD player/a power steering/an air bag/an automatic 

transmission (sebváltó) / a towbar hook (vonó horog)/an air conditioner etc.?  

Yes, it has. / No, it hasn’t. 

 Is it fast/comfortable/economical? Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t. 

 Who drives the car? Me. / My father. 

 Have you got a driving licence? Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. 

(Mennyi ideig?) 

 How long have you been driving? I have been driving for/since… 

 Do you like your car? Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. 

 Why? Because it ‘s… / it has got… 

 Who cleans (takarít) the car? Me / My… 

      (I don’t know) 

 What’s your favourite car? I’ve no idea, I’m afraid. / It’s a/an… 

(nagyon sajnálom) 

 Why? Because…. / I’m terribly sorry, I really don’t know why. 

 How much does it cost? It costs about …../ I don’t know.  

 

 


